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INTRODUCTION

Dear Love Your Tree Facilitator,
Please join us on June 26 for our fourth annual Eating Recovery Day, which will mark the beginning of a nature-based,
creative arts campaign that will last to the end of the year: Love Your Tree!
The Love Your Tree program originated in 2006 at the center founded by Drs. Brandt and Crawford, now known
as Eating Recovery Center Baltimore. Originally developed by art therapist, Julia Andersen, this fun and powerful
campaign encourages children and adults to think outside of the media’s narrow definition of beauty, and celebrate
the natural and healthy diversity of bodies in our world.
In this kit, you will find Eating Recovery Day’s Love Your Tree campaign materials:
• FAQs
• Group workshop outline
• Self-Exploration and Brainstorming Sheet
• Poster design tips
• Love Your Tree display with leaves
• Please note: Art supplies will be delivered separately
to your center
We deeply appreciate the life-saving work you do every day at
Eating Recovery Center and Pathlight Mood & Anxiety Center.
We hope that this campaign lifts your spirits and provides you
with meaningful ways to connect with yourself, your teammates
and our patient community.
Sincerely,
Leanna Sultan
Vice President of Marketing
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FAQS

What Is Eating Recovery Day?

Each year Eating Recovery Center celebrates Eating Recovery Day: a day dedicated to removing
stigma, raising awareness and inspiring hope for recovery. This year, Eating Recovery Day will
take place on June 26, 2020.

This Year’s Theme: Love Your Tree

This year, our theme is Love Your Tree, a creative arts campaign designed to encourage children
and adults to think outside the media’s narrow definition of beauty and celebrate the natural and
healthy diversity of bodies in our world.
This fun and powerful campaign invites people of all backgrounds to develop a more positive body image, improved
self-esteem and enhanced media literacy skills, all of which can serve as protective factors against the development of
eating disorders.
We will launch the Love Your Tree campaign on Eating Recovery Day (June 26), which will last through the end of the year
(December 31).

Where Did Love Your Tree Originate?

Eating Recovery Center has proudly partnered with the Center for Eating Disorders (CED) in Maryland, now Eating
Recovery Center Baltimore, which first launched the Love Your Tree campaign in 2006! Since that time, over 3,000 people
have participated and submitted their own Love Your Tree posters from as far away as Australia.

What Is the Inspiration for Love Your Tree?

Writer and activist Eve Ensler used the image of a tree in her one-woman play, The Good Body, to challenge society’s
narrow definition of beauty and to invite an appreciation for the natural diversity of body shapes and sizes. Julia
Andersen, Art Therapist, was inspired to action by Ensler’s message of body acceptance and her use of the tree
metaphor. In 2006, Andersen developed the Love Your Tree program which utilizes art as an avenue to impart media
literacy skills, positive body image and messages of self-acceptance to youth. Over the course of a decade, the program
has introduced thousands of individuals of all ages to the Love Your Tree themes during classes, workshops, art festivals
and community exhibits as well as at educational and professional conferences.

What Will Happen at ERC/Insight Centers in honor of Eating Recovery Day and the
Love Your Tree campaign?
On Eating Recovery Day (June 26, 2020):

• Lunch will be provided to all staff at our centers
• Gifts will be provided to staff and patients
• A Love Your Tree display can be set up at your facility (included in kit)

This Summer:

• On June 26, or any time during the identified campaign timeline, clinicians can lead patients in a signature
in-person or virtual Love Your Tree workshop
• Two virtual trainings and Q&A sessions with Kate Clemmer, LCSW-C and Carolina Villareal, ATR-P, LPC-Intern will
be provided on Thursday, June 11 and Wednesday, June 17. An email with further details will arrive in your inbox
later this month.

• All supplies needed for workshops will be provided

Love Your Tree digital campaign:

• We will be promoting the Love Your Tree campaign digitally to community members from June 26–December 31.
Full details will be shared at www.LoveYourTree.org, which will go live on June 26.
• All staff are welcome and encouraged, to share this campaign with patients as well as friends, family and the
larger community
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WORKSHOP GUIDELINES

OVERVIEW: Organizers will guide a group of individuals through a series of discussion points and creative prompts that help
them design a poster to promote body positive messages.
GOAL: Inspire as many participants as possible to celebrate their bodies and promote body positivity in their communities
through the creation of artwork around the phrase “Like a tree, my body is…”
LOGISTICS: Love Your Tree is flexible in length and can be tailored to meet the needs of specific groups but typically requires
one to two hours of time. Additional creative time can take place outside of workshops to allow individuals to finish, experiment
with or elaborate on their posters. Workshops can be facilitated in one sitting or spread over several shorter sessions.

Workshop Guidelines – FOR GROUPS
Love Your Tree is an art-based program that celebrates body diversity and body acceptance. Participants are encouraged to
explore and express acceptance and gratitude for their bodies using the metaphor of a tree and create a poster to share that
message with the world.

Facilitator/Host Responsibilities:

IN ADVANCE:
1. Review workshop outline
2. Attend workshop facilitator virtual trainings (optional)
3. Prepare content/gather materials
4. Download the Love Your Tree workshop powerpoint (optional)
ON WORKSHOP DAY:
Set-Up
• Copies of handout “Self-Exploration and Body Image Brainstorm”
• Blank paper and pencil for sketching & brainstorming
• Any available art supplies or design tools
Examples: colored pencils, markers, pastels, crayons, paint, pen and ink or clippings and glue for collages,
original photography or digital design programs
• Access to the internet and screen for sharing the Love Your Tree PowerPoint and video resources

Group Workshop Outline:
STEP 1: Intro & Discussion – Proposed topics can be adapted to ages/developmental levels
BODY IMAGE – Begin with a general discussion of body image.

Introduce definition of body image and “all bodies are good bodies” message:
a. Body image is what we THINK, FEEL and BELIEVE about our bodies.

b. Body image also encompasses the way we BEHAVE and how we ACT as a result of those thoughts, feelings and beliefs.
c. We all have the power to cultivate a more positive body image for ourselves and our communities by changing the way
we think about, talk about and act toward our bodies.
MEDIA LITERACY – Discuss ways in which the media portrays bodies and defines what is beautiful or acceptable.
Provide examples of ways in which images of bodies in the media have been manipulated to sell products or ideals
(i.e. note the lack of body diversity in media).
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WORKSHOP GUIDELINES (Continued)

ART AND SOCIAL CHANGE – Discuss the impact of graphic images and text to change
attitudes or assumptions. Show examples of historical posters and images that were effective
in communicating a message of social change and/or empowerment (i.e., Rosie the Riveter
poster–will be provided to you during Virtual Trainings on June 11 and June 17).
TREES – Open a discussion about trees. What feelings do they evoke? What do they
symbolize? Discuss favorite trees; parts of the tree: roots, branches and leaves; what a tree
needs to live and grow; and how trees help us.
METAPHOR – Present the possibility of using the imagination, through metaphor, to blend the concept
of the body and the elements of the tree to create a unique image in response to the phrase, “Like a tree, my body is…”

STEP 2: Brainstorm and Quick Sketch

Have participants work independently to complete the Love Your Tree Self-Exploration and Brainstorming worksheet
(Come back together in a group after completion — or after each question — to discuss and share personal insight)
Start sketching! Using the group discussion points and their individual brainstorming worksheets, each participant should
work to come up with a poster concept that will help promote body diversity and acceptance. Facilitators can utilize the
following prompts to assist:
•Q
 uickly sketch your favorite kind of tree and a body separately — are there any similarities? How can you combine
the two images?
• Identify specific WORDS or STATEMENTS that you want to include in your poster to express your statement,
“Like a tree, my body is…”
•H
 ow do you want people to feel when they see your poster?
•U
 se the tree elements identified on your worksheets such as branches, tree trunks or roots to represent aspects of the body.
• In what ways can you use this project to express gratitude for your body and what it does for you each day?
• In what ways can you use this project to challenge harmful appearance ideals, media messaging regarding beauty or
diet culture?

STEP 3: Create Posters

•B
 ased off their brainstorming sketches
and ideas, now invite participants to begin
to use available art supplies to create their
final posters!
•E
 ncourage recovery-focused and
healing themes.
•H
 elp participants incorporate bold colors
and clear messages.
•S
 hare and present posters in the group
to get feedback, encouragement, and
recommendations for additions and discuss reactions. How do the posters make you feel? (optional)
• Encourage participants to share their artwork with friends and family, and/or submit their posters to www.LoveYourTree.org
for a chance to be featured online and honored by Eating Recovery Center and Insight Behavioral Health Center!
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